Numbering systems
Numbering systems are used in printing machines for successive numbering of various printed
materials – lottery tickets, some accounting documents, i.e. invoices, delivery and acceptance
notes, etc., in which individual numbering of each printed matter and precise records are
required. The equipment are produced with a highest accuracy and with a preferential care.
The numbering wheels are made from special tool steel and they are hardened. The structure is
in full conformity with a purpose of the numbering machine and its practical use.

1. Numbering box for flat printing (setting), with automatic feed
The numbering boxes are delivered in types specified in the enclosed price list.
The push-button of the numbering equipment is marked with *, No, another symbol or the pushbutton is without a mark.

2. Numbering box for rotary printing, with automatic feed.
They are delivered as transversal and also lengthwise numbering boxes. Two of produced
types are in the enclosed price list.

3. Numbering box for flat print (typesetting), with central feed control
These numbering boxes can be placed side by side on one wheel. The feed of the numbering
boxes /tools is provided by a central push-button. The push-button is without a mark.

4. Special numbering boxes for flat and rotary print without automatic feed
These are used for dating at packing machines, carton labelling/marking, stamp of small series,
etc.

5. Numbering stamps for stamp of plastic, paperwork, small boxes, etc.
These numbering stamp are substantially the same in type of the numbering equipment stated
above. They have a sharp number outline that enables to stamp the mentioned material. They
are used for example for stamps of medicine small boxes, bottles, packings, etc.
6. Service of numbering equipment including guarantee and post-guarantee service
We provide guarantee and post-guarantee service for our numbering machines, their cleaning
and repairs. In addition we service and repair numbering machines of other foreign producers,
including production of selected spare parts for numbering machines from abroad.
The numbering machines produced and delivered by TOPOZ have a standard letter high of 4
mm and it is possible to change it according to the clients requirements.. As a standard, letter
Antiqua and Grotesk are used. Based on customers´ wishes the number type can be changed
for another one, or to use engravings according to handed over samples.
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